Effective networks are essential for strong communication. The more we are connected, and effectively connected through interoperability, not just integration and multi-tier processes, commonalities, through supply chain networks, the better off we are. When we are only dealing with EDI and...
Ecosystem partners are essential to creating solutions that quickly and effectively manage emergencies, Nadim Abdulrahim, Global Government Industry Expert at Huawei explains.

> How collaboration can improve the emergency serv... The emergency services can benefit from a more integrated and innovative approach, writes Huawei....

smartcitiesworld.net

Use Super Sensing Wide Camera and Ultra Vision Selfie Camera simultaneously for high-resolution, ultra wide angle video capture. There's nothing that the #Mate40 Series can't capture.

Great battery life ✓ Comfortable fit ✓ Reliable ANC ✓ Great sound reproduction. These are just a few reasons @NextPitawarded the Huawei #FreeBudsStudio a 4.5/5 star ranking. Read on.

The #GLOTEL Awards has named Sunrise & Huawei winners of its Project Delivery Perfection award for their joint 5G network optimization project. Here's why judges awarded high scores in the performance, user experience & transformation categories:
Too much choice on HUAWEIMusic? Perhaps you’re looking to discover something new. Let’s make things a little bit easier for you. Your star sign is the style of music that you should listen to. What are you listening to today?

Star Sign & Your Music Type

[Image of star signs and music genres]

@HuaweiUSA

TechTuesday Q: I want to help. What can I do? #AskHuaweiUSA

TechTuesday Q: What are you working on now? #AskHuaweiUSA
HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA - Nov 17
#TechTuesday Q: What are you working on now? #AskHuaweiUSA

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA - Nov 17
#TechTuesday Q: How often do you see your friends and family? #AskHuaweiUSA

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA - Nov 17
#TechTuesday Q: Do you do anything with forests in North America or even in the U.S.? #AskHuaweiUSA
Why use a Huawei phone? Could any cell phone work?

Can you share an example of how you've seen machine learning develop since you began RainforestCx?

Which rainforests have you helped so far?
Together, automobile company Baqjun and Huawei are bringing forth a new era of vehicle connectivity that will completely change the in-car experience. See how 5G network technology is elevating autonomous driving.

General Motors brand Baqjun is launching the world’s first mass-produced vehicle with HiCar – an intelligent automotive-news.
TechTuesday Q: When did you first become interested in rainforest conservation?
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Excited to have @topherwhite of @RainforestCes answering TechTuesday questions from the forest! Tune in now! AskHuaweiUSA

#TECHTUESDAY ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION Q&A

with Topher White
Founder & CEO of Rainforest Connection

November 17, at 200 p.m. ET
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The whole world in your hands. #PetalSearch tinyurl.com/yystd0fc

Petal Search
Enjoy every moment of your life

Huawei USA

10 mins

AppGallery

We are EXCLUSIVELY launching Dystopia Contest of Heroes, a multiplayer adventure game featuring Conor McGregor. Try it today!

Download Dystopia Contest of Heroes now!
Bringing developers the very best tools to make the most of Huawei AppGallery is a major priority. https://tinyurl.com/yyssta6z

Petal Search is bringing the whole world to your hands. See how. https://tinyurl.com/yyssta6z

Meet Kelvin Lotengan, a Wireless Maintenance Engineer at Huawei. See how joining the Huawei Seeds for the Future program in 2018 helped him get to where he is today.

https://tinyurl.com/yyssta6z
November 15 at 5:38 PM

Grey never looked so good. #ShitonMae20Pro

November 15 at 10:12 AM

Meet Emmanuel and listen to his story of obtaining critical digital skills in Kenya. #Tech4All Huawei Kenya

November 15 at 9:48 AM

It is essential to support students with the technology and tools they need to get ahead. Thank you to organizations like the Lam.angel Foundation for making this a priority. #AmericanEducationWeek #IndexSTEM

Lam.angel foundation
Transforming lives through education, inspiration and opportunity.
Huawei's Autonomous Driving Network solution can improve network performance, optimize user experience, improve network O&M efficiency & enable new business services.

Autonomous Driving Network Delivers Ultimate User Experience

Have you ever been frustrated by no network coverage or low bandwidth?

With the HUAWEI Mate40 Series Notepad App, you can process information and productivity with ease. Saving text is as simple as taking photos. Share it with your colleagues. See More

Huawei USA
November 18 at 6:14 AM

With Huawei's DigiTruck, new opportunities grow. #TECH4ALL
https://tinyurl.com/jy4napbu

Huawei Malaysia
November 18 at 4:00 AM

Use Super Sensing Wide Camera and Ultra Vision Selfie Camera simultaneously for high-resolution, ultra-wide angle video capture. There's nothing that Mate40Series can't capture.
According to PhoneArena, the Mate40Pro’s industry-leading screen, ample chipset, and great camera system make it one of the best smartphones out there. Read on: https://tinyurl.com/yxj2e6v4

Andrew Holden

Huawei USA

November 17 at 7:23 AM

Reflecting on Tapolca, Hungary. #ShotonPRute

Huawei USA

November 17 at 6:36 AM

Contributing to communities with innovation. Oxford Economics explains the role Huawei is playing in the European economy. #WeAreHuawei

Huawei brought over 220,000 jobs to Europe in 2019 - report | Light Reading